
MILANO -SANREMO

Passoni is proud to present the Limited Edition 2020 
Fidia"Milano-Sanremo".

passoni.it

For information and reservations please contact:
order@passoni.it

In Lombardy, Passoni is on the frontlines of the COVID-19 crisis. 
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bike will be paired with a fundraiser for the public hospitals in our region.

25 exclusive pieces to celebrate “La Classicissima”.
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Milano-Sanremo is the first iconic race of the season. It often starts in foggy morning in our 
hometown Milano and after about 300Km rolling through flat areas, climbing the Appennino and 
fight with the crosswind on the sea side road of palm riviera of Liguria.
It finish, often with a sprint sometime with solo breakaway, on the finish line in Sanremo - the city of 
sun, flowers and music.

Our friend Filippo Pozzato won the Classicissima in 2006 at the age or 25 with one of the most 
breathless racing final action. This inspired us to make 25 limited edition bike.

Passoni Fidia is inspired by the carbo-titanium used in the construction of super luxury cars, carbon 
and titanium filament are weaved together to create a carbon fabric structure with top 
performances. Carbon-Ti frame Fidia has the objective of giving the thrill of a carbon bike - light and 
agile - with the comfort given by its titanium soul. Passoni Fidia frame is exclusively made to 
measure. This material is very innovative. It is a mix of material properties between the carbon, 
stiffiness and reactivity and the elasticity of the titanium. In Fidia we always show a part of our 
titanium soul.

Passoni Fidia Milano-Sanremo limited edition is assembled with the full kit THM x Passoni.
Stem, handlebar, crankset and brakes.
Everything is designed to optimise the performance like the adoption of Carbon-Ti carbon 
chainrings and the Ceramicspeed pulley wheels and TiN gold chain.

The bike is assembled with pro level groupset and it performs at the best condition with the Italian 
Campagnolo shifting.

Different options for the wheelset with Passoni Titanio hubs or Gokiso Super Climber with Xentis SL 
carbon rims tubeless-ready assembled with Vittoria corsa tubeless tyres for the fastest racing 
conditions.


